At 504 km in diameter, Enceladus orbits between Mimas and Tethys. A mean motion resonance with Dione excites its orbital eccentricity of 0.0047. It has long been known to have peculiar surface properties, and its visual geometric albedo of 1.4 (1) makes it one of the brightest satellites in the solar system, with a reflectance spectrum dominated by pure water ice (2) . Enceladus_ association with the E ring, and the very narrow size distribution of particles constituting the E ring, suggested possible present-day venting or geyser-like activity (3) and subsequent coating of the moon by E-ring particles. Voyager images also provided high-resolution (È1 km/pixel) coverage, primarily of the northern hemisphere of Enceladus, with some lower resolution observations extending downward to mid-southern latitudes, showing that its surface is divided into morphologically diverse geological provinces that document a long and complex history (4) (5) (6) . Bowl-shaped craters dot the heavily cratered, oldest terrains; craters elsewhere showed evidence for viscous relaxation. Other regions displayed narrow linear ridges with kilometer-scale relief, as well as fractures overprinting other fractures. The youngest visible regions appeared smooth. Voyager coverage near the south polar region was sparse and poorly resolved.
Pre-Cassini studies of Enceladus_ thermal history and interior structure focused on explaining the viscous relaxation and extensive resurfacing suggested by Voyager images (4) . The goal of previous models was to investigate ways of producing, at some recent epoch, global interior temperatures at or close to the water ice melting point, allowing possible cryovolcanism, subsolidus convection, and near-surface viscous relaxation of impact structures. Post-Voyager thermal history studies concluded that it was impossible to reach the melting point of pure ice under the current physical conditions (5) . However, the presence of ammonia, which can exist with water as a eutectic melt at absolute temperatures T È 175 K, was suggested as a means to lower the temperature (7) and melt the interior (5) . Cryovolcanic activity driven by water-ammonia became a plausible resurfacing mechanism. Models invoking Enceladus_ orbital evolution and the possibility of intense tidal heating in the past have also been examined Ee.g., (8)^. On the basis of Voyager-era estimates of the shape of Enceladus, a 1:3 spin/orbit resonance was postulated as being capable of producing sufficient present-day heat to melt the interior (9) , although it required that Enceladus be undergoing a forced libration of several degrees amplitude.
Cassini flybys. Because of its uniqueness among saturnian moons, three very close Cassini encounters of Enceladus were executed in 2005 to gather information on its physical characteristics, magnetic and plasma environment, and geologic activity (if any). The first encounter on 17 February 2005 saw approach on the trailing hemisphere and brought the spacecraft within 1259 km over the Saturn-facing equatorial region of the moon during closest approach. This flyby resulted in the first detection, by the Cassini Magnetometer, of a tenuous atmosphere around Enceladus distorting Saturn's magnetic field lines (10) , and confirmed [by the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS)] a surface dominated by water, with simple organics and CO 2 coincident with prominent fractures seen in the south polar region (11) . Surface NH 3 was not detected. Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) images acquired during this flyby in both clear and spectral filters (12) revealed the ''smooth'' plains seen by Voyager to be finely fractured.
The second closest approach took place on 9 March 2005, at a distance of 497 km above the anti-Saturn equatorial region. The magnetic signature during this flyby confirmed a southerly atmospheric source of water-ion mass loading of the plasma around Enceladus.
The third flyby of Enceladus on 14 July 2005 was lowered to a close-approach distance of 168 km (well within Enceladus' Hill radius of È950 km) to allow high-resolution investigation with both remote sensing and in situ instruments of the southern polar environment. Very high resolution images of the south polar terrains, as well as some extremely high resolution images acquired during this event (with image scales as fine as 4 m/pixel), revealed a landscape near the south pole littered with house-sized ice boulders, carved by tectonic features unique to Enceladus, and almost entirely free of impact craters. Several prominent, È130-km-long fractures dubbed ''tiger stripes'' were seen straddling the south pole; the region south of È55-S latitude was circumscribed by an unusual continuous chain of sinuous fractures and ridges. The Cassini Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) found the south polar region to be anomalously warm (13) ; comparison of the thermal and imaging results revealed the highest graybody temperatures observed on Enceladus, between 114 and 157 K, to be coincident with the prominent tiger stripe fractures crossing the south pole (14).
The July encounter produced unequivocal evidence of a plume of water vapor and small icy particles emanating from the south polar region of Enceladus (15-18) (Fig. 1) . Surprisingly, the Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) detected no gaseous NH 3 (16) . On the basis of these findings, very high phase angle, highresolution ISS imaging sequences were executed on 27 November 2005 specifically to examine the plume over the south pole.
We discuss here the results of analyses of ISS images of the south polar environment of Enceladus. Images taken as early as 16 January 2005, images acquired during the February and July 2005 flybys, and those taken in late November 2005 have yielded striking visual evidence of many narrow jets of fine icy particles emanating from the south polar terrain (SPT) feeding a large plume over the south pole. They have also yielded indications of extreme geologic youth in the SPT, morphological evidence of a change over time in surface stresses in the southern hemisphere, and possible evidence of an epoch of intense heating in the past. Moreover, recent Cassini imaging and spacecraft tracking data, as well as up-to-date dynamical modeling of the entire Saturnian satellite system, have substantially improved the accuracy of the Enceladus mass density, and therefore radiogenic heating estimates, since the Voyager flybys. Enceladus' interior is clearly warmer and more dissipative than most previous interior models have predicted. All these new results have motivated a reevaluation of the past and present state of the moon's interior, with the seemingly unavoidable conclusion that the standard, spherically symmetric thermal models of Enceladus' interior do not apply.
South polar terrain. The SPT of Enceladus is distinguished by its tectonic patterns, youthful geology, and unusual albedo and color patterns. The region is disrupted by complex fracture patterns and separated from the rest of Enceladus by a continuous sinuous chain of scarps, parallel ridges, and troughs at È55-S latitude and covers an area of about 70,000 km 2 (about 9% of Enceladus' surface; Fig. 2 ). This boundary is interrupted in several places by ''Y-shaped'' discontinuities ( Fig. 2, A , B, and D) that taper northward. These features transition toward the equator to subparallel networks of north-southtrending rifts and cracks that are the youngest features on these terrains (Fig. 2, A and D) . The south-facing openings of the Y-shaped discontinuities confine parallel chains of convexnorthward curved ridges and troughs (Fig. 2, A , B, and D). ISS stereo images and oblique views of the confined fold belts show that they are hundreds of meters higher than surrounding terrain. These curved forms can best be interpreted as fold belts resulting from horizontal compression.
The interior of the SPT is characterized by a complex network of cross-cutting fractures. Most conspicuous is a family of roughly parallel lineaments that we informally term ''tiger stripes'' (Fig. 3A) . ISS images show that the tiger stripes are linear depressions, typically about 500 m deep, 2 km wide, and 130 km in length, flanked on both sides by prominent 100-m-high ridges ( Fig. 2C; Fig. 3 , B and C). Darker material extends a few kilometers to either side. They are spaced È35 km apart and have similar shapes and orientations, with strike directions È45-offset from the Saturn direction (longitude 0-; Fig.  2A ). In the anti-Saturn hemisphere (longitude 180-), tiger stripes often terminate in prominent hook-shaped bends, but in the sub-Saturn hemisphere, they progressively bifurcate into crudely dendritic patterns (Fig. 3C) .
The spectrophotometry of the SPT is unusual on Enceladus. At low phase, the bright plains in between the tiger stripes are È10% brighter than the average reflectivity of Enceladus (Fig. 3A) ; the contrast between these units and the tiger stripes is È20% and the greatest seen on Enceladus. These distinct properties may be directly related to the geologic activity, present-day venting, and particle fallout ongoing in this region (see below).
ISS broadband spectra of all SPT materials (fig. S1A) are consistent with a composition of pure water ice. However, although the very bright interstripe plains show almost flat spectra, indicative of grain sizes on the order of tens of micrometers (19) (fig. S1B ), the tiger stripes' spectra show stronger absorptions consistent with larger grain sizes of È100 mm. ISS multispectral measurements alone do not indicate whether the coarse-grained ice consists of a surface deposit of È100-mm particles, boulders composed of coarse-grained ice crystals, relatively bare outcrops of solid ice, or some other morphology. Elsewhere on Enceladus we find coarse-grained icy material, also in association with pristine fractures, in rather limited areas on fracture walls. This too may be exposed solid ice. Narrow deposits of spectrally distinct icy material that often thread along the valley floors (Fig. 3B ) may indicate icy blocks that have broken loose from fracture walls. The (16) counts peaked. The spacecraft altitude at these positions was È400 km and È250 km, respectively. The contours enclosing the source regions of particles arriving at Cassini from within the SPT at -50 s and -70 s from closest approach, as modeled by the CDA experiment, are drawn in green. The single white dot is the intersection with the limb of the path of g-Orionis seen from the UVIS experiment (17) . The contour enclosing brightness temperatures hotter than 77 K as measured by CIRS is shown in orange; the seven hottest measured locales, A through G, are shown in yellow (13) . The ''look'' directions for the ISS plume observations on 16 January, 17 February, and 27 November are indicated by arrows.
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10 MARCH 2006 VOL 311 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org tiger stripes have sharp relief and cross-cut all other fractures in their path. This, together with their color and coarse grain size, is evidence of geologic youth.
Most of Enceladus' bright surface ( Fig. 3A) is likely derived from a covering of fine-grained regolith that has accumulated over time as a result of impact comminution, especially by highvelocity E-ring particles and perhaps sputtering redistribution. The absence of such a covering on the tiger stripes is consistent with the interpretation that the tiger stripe material was either emplaced too recently to have accumulated such a regolith or has undergone thermal processing (such as thermal metamorphosis of ice grains) or both. The high temperatures of the tiger stripes (13) strongly suggest that warm conditions and active venting may be responsible for their crystallinity and other spectrophotometric attributes.
The highest resolution images of the SPT, with nominal image scales of 38 and 3.8 m/pixel (Fig. 3 , D and E), show a hummocky or block-covered surface between trough-like expressions of crossing fractures. The color within this region is a patchy mixture of bluish tiger stripe material and whiter ice, and may be a transitional unit. Most blocks in this unit are between 20 and 50 m across; a few are as large as 100 m. The high fraction of the surface covered by the blocks, and the lack of any craters within tens of kilometers, suggests a formation mechanism other than crater ejecta, such as tectonic or seismic disruption of a highly fractured surface layer. Erosional mechanisms, such as sublimation and particle bombardment, may have further modified them.
The SPT that surrounds and predates the tiger stripes is morphologically and stratigraphically complex. Local patterns of fractures vary from straight orthogonal sets, some showing apparent lateral shear offsets, to highly reticulated patterns of grooves and ridges. Grooved bands ( Fig. 2C ) with tens to 100 m of relief often curve parallel to bends in adjacent tiger stripes. However, in some locations, they deflect and arc to form quasi-circular patterns that may represent relaxed and degraded impact craters.
Alternatively, these quasi-circular patterns may be surface expressions of subsurface diapirs.
Cratering statistics. Crater counts on Enceladus were obtained from images acquired during the February, March, and July 2005 flybys. Of all saturnian satellites investigated so far [e.g., (20) (21) (22) ], Enceladus has the largest range in crater number density, implying a record of long-lasting, possibly still ongoing, geologic activity (Fig. 4) . Heavily and moderately cratered regions are found outside the SPT, in places dissected by isolated or densely spaced sets of fractures and troughs, or ridges and grooved bands ( Table 1) . The lowest crater densities on Enceladus were measured in the SPT near the tiger stripes. Here, only a small number of craters occur, none larger than 1 km.
The cratering frequencies are roughly consistent with impacts of bodies in moderately eccentric planetocentric orbits (23) (24) (25) . Scaling the impactor fluxes from Iapetus to Enceladus under two different flux scenarios (Table 1) , and accounting for the derived age of the Iapetus surface (21), the derived absolute ages for terrains on Enceladus from crater counts strongly indicate geologic activity over a time span of more than 4 billion years up to the present. Ages within the SPT are possibly as young as 500,000 years or younger. The discrete ages of different terrains suggests that rather than being continuously active through geologic time, Enceladus experienced localized episodes of activity perhaps separated by much longer time periods of inactivity.
Shape and density. The shape of Enceladus has been determined from limb profiles in 23 narrow-angle images. The satellite is well represented by an ellipsoid with semi-axes 256.6 T 0.5, 251.4 T 0.2, and 248.3 T 0.2 km. Knowledge of the mass of Enceladus has been improved over Voyager-era estimates by the use of astrometric measurements taken from Cassini as well as historical Earth-based, Hubble Space Telescope, and Voyager images, together with dynamical modeling of the bodies in the Saturn system and spacecraft tracking data from the Pioneer, Voyager, and Cassini missions (26) . Adopting the most recent value derived from these methods [GM 0 7.2085 T 0.0068 km 3 s j2 (27) , where GM is Newton's gravitational constant times the mass of Enceladus], and using the effective radius of 252.1 T 0.2 km derived from ISS images, we compute a mean density for Enceladus of 1608.3 T 4.5 kg m j3 . Enceladus shows a total range of departures from the mean ellipsoid of È2 km. Longitudinally averaged limb heights rise from 400 m below the reference ellipsoid at the south pole to 400 m above it at 50-S latitude. If Enceladus is homogeneous throughout, then its shape is close to that of an equilibrium ellipsoid (i.e., one with a hydrostatic shape controlled by gravity and spin). An object hydrostatically relaxed in synchronous spin at Enceladus' orbit would have a difference of long and short axes of 8.05 km (28), within our uncertainty of 0.6 km of the measured 8.3 km.
The intermediate (b) axis is too large for an exact equilibrium shape, and if homogeneous, Enceladus currently supports between 250 and 500 m of topography relative to an equipotential surface. We conclude that Enceladus' shape is consistent with relaxation of a homogeneous object of density 1608 kg m j3 at its current or- 
10 MARCH 2006 VOL 311 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org bital distance. Models with thin ice crusts are also indistinguishable from hydrostatic shapes. A core of density 1700 kg m j3 requires an ice crust of thickness È10 km; a core density of 1800 kg m j3 requires a crust of È20 km. Within the uncertainties, both also support topography under 500 m and can be regarded as consistent with relaxation under current conditions (Table 2) .
However (29) . Moreover, orbital evolution outward would push the shape of a warm body toward a less oblate, more hydrostatic form, inconsistent with the tectonic patterns seen on the surface (which suggest progression, at least in the southern hemisphere, to a more oblate shape; see below). Hence, whether homogeneous or not, Enceladus probably did not undergo substantial orbital evolution.
The shape of the moon is also important for ascertaining its rotation state. Table 2 Particle plumes. Plumes emanating from the south polar region of Enceladus have been detected in ISS high phase angle images. One relatively large, near-surface plume was seen in images taken on 16 January 2005 at a phase angle of 148- (Fig. 5A) . Near-surface plumes were again detected on 17 February 2005 at a phase angle of 153.3-; a fainter, much more extended component is also visible at this phase angle (Fig. 5B, right) . Finally, very high phase angle (161.4-) images were taken on 27 November 2005 (Fig. 6 ) and reveal many distinct near-surface jets, emanating from the surface in a variety of directions and supplying a much bigger, fainter plume towering over the south polar region by at least 435 km. The fact that these structures were seen at high rather than low phase angles indicates that they consist of fine, forward-scattering particles. The source regions of these jets inferred from triangulation appear to be consistent with the tiger stripes.
Absolute brightness measurements, and hence particle column densities (30) , were obtained in the photometrically calibrated versions of the highresolution November images over a range of heights and azimuths above the moon's south polar limb to determine the profile of particle number density with altitude, as well as the particle escape rate integrated over the extended plume. In all three image sequences-January, February, and November-the scale heights within È50 km of the surface are È30 km; the fall-off becomes more gradual above that point. In the November images, the brightness profile up to one Enceladus radius above the surface fits a model in which the vertical velocity v has a Gaussian distribution [i.e., proportional to exp(-v 2 /v 0 2 )]; the other velocity components are zero. The particles move vertically, perpendicular to the orbit plane, in the gravitational field of Enceladus; the tidal field of Saturn does not affect motions in this direction. The best fit gives a mean vertical velocity v 0 /p 1/2 0 60 m s j1 . This is much less than the Table 1 . Location of crater counting areas (geologic units) and crater frequency ratios (N-ratios, where N is cumulative crater frequency) of counts with respect to a hypothetical surface of age 4.4 Â 10 9 years on Enceladus. Geologic units were identified and mapped at regional scales of È100 m/pixel; a single WAC frame (37 m/pixel; Fig. 3D ) obtained during the July flyby was also measured. In areas II and III, no craters larger than È5 km were found. The ages are derived for two scenarios: a lunar-like impact chronology with steep initial decay (23, 25, 43 ) and a constant-flux model of cometary impacts (44) . G1/311,000 G4 G0.5 escape speed (235 m s j1 ), which implies that most of the particles are falling back to the surface. Our model implies that only È1% of the upward-moving particles escape to supply the E ring. For an assumed particle radius of 1 mm, the inferred escape rate is È10 13 s j1 , which is only twice the value estimated by the Cosmic Dust Analyzer (CDA), 5 Â 10 12 s j1 , for particles with radii r Q 2 mm (15). The closeness of these two numbers is surprising because ISS, which is sensitive at high phase angles to particles as small as 0.1 mm, is probably seeing a large population of particles smaller than 2 mm that CDA does not see. Our mass escape rate is È0.04 kg s j1 , 4% of that estimated to supply the E ring using preCassini parameters for both the plasma environment and the E-ring optical depth (31) . Cassini has found temporal variability in the neutrals and plasma environment around Saturn, so the E-ring supply rate is uncertain. Also, our estimate is uncertain, first because it relies on an assumed particle size distribution, and second because it is sensitive to the exponential tail of the velocity distribution. Future Cassini observations in an extended mission should allow better imaging of the extended plume and a more accurate measure of the escape rate. At the moment, we interpret these observations to indicate that the south polar jets are the primary source of the E ring. The fact that almost all of the observed particles in the jets and extended plume are falling back to the surface may explain the extreme brightness of the interstripe plains as being due to freshly fallen snow (Fig. 3A) . According to our model fit to the observations, the particles that escape to supply the E ring have mean velocities of bvÀ È 90 m s j1 after they leave the gravity field of Enceladus. Particles injected vertically into Saturn's orbit from Enceladus' south pole with such velocities will have full vertical excursions (above and below the equatorial plane) on the order of h È bvÀP/p, where P is the orbital period (1.37 days) of Enceladus, or h È 3400 km. This is comparable to the vertical extent of the E ring at the orbit of Enceladus, È5000 km, as measured in Cassini ISS images (32) , and argues in favor of the south polar jets on Enceladus being the source of the E ring.
Geologic unit and location N-ratio
Plume dynamics. What do Cassini observations imply about the physical conditions within the jets and at their source? There are two basic possibilities for the source of the jets: either sublimating ice, above or below ground, or underground reservoirs of boiling liquid erupting through vents in the tiger stripes. The former operates at temperatures below 273 K; the latter operates above 273 K. We consider both in order.
The Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) observation of the occultation by Enceladus of g-Orionis (17) returned an estimated horizontal column abundance of water vapor, within 30 km of the surface near 76-S (Fig. 1) , of 1.5 Â 10 20 molecules m j2 . The mass of water vapor in the column is therefore 7.16 Â 10 j6 kg m j2 . At an equivalent location of È15 km above a latitude of 76-S in the high-resolution November ISS images, we measured a horizontal particle column abundance of È6 Â 10 8 m j2 , assuming an effective water-ice particle radius of 1 mm and a broad distribution of sizes (30) . The mass of ice in the column is therefore È3 Â 10 j6 kg m j2 , which is comparable to the mass of water vapor, assuming the UVIS and ISS horizontal paths are the same. The large ice/gas ratio argues strongly against ice condensing out of vapor, as would be expected for the sublimating ice model: The entropy change when the vapor condenses is È20 times the entropy change when the same amount of vapor expands, so only a small fraction of the vapor can condense during an adiabatic expansion.
The grains could be embedded in the ice from the start and get entrained in the flow, like the dust grains in a comet, but this seems unlikely. The grains in comets are refractory and eventually cover the comet's surface with a dark crust. In contrast, the surface of Enceladus is bright and is mostly water ice. In particular, the spectrum of the plains between the tiger stripes ( fig. S1 ) indicates that the plume particles falling back onto the Table 2 . (Fig. 1) . Two near-surface plumes can be seen extending below the southern limb: a large one [maybe the same as in (A)] with FWHM È60 km, and a smaller one, about one-third as bright as the main plume and separated from it by È100 km (È23-in the counterclockwise direction), with a FWHM of È30 km. A fainter and much more extended component can be seen in the enhanced, color-coded image on the right. A thin camera artifact, crossing diagonally across Enceladus, can also be seen.
surface must be water ice. It is conceivable that ice grains, originally embedded in the ice matrix, get entrained in the flow, but this too seems unlikely. If no other gases are present, sintering will fuse micrometer-sized ice grains together in less than an hour, even at pressures as low as 1 Pa (33) . Once fused to the matrix, the particles can no longer be entrained. The presence of micrometer-sized particles in the plume argues against entrainment in the sublimating ice model, but further study is needed.
On the other hand, there is no problem forming particles from a boiling liquid. A liquid boils when the pressure drops below its saturation vapor pressure. The erupting mixture of vapor and liquid-or, in the case of Enceladus, vapor, liquid, and ice particles-is like a cold Yellowstone geyser (34) . Ammonia-water mixtures, although liquid down to 175 K, are ruled out as sources because the almost pure ammonia composition of the vapor is inconsistent with the observations (16) . Therefore, any boiling liquid/geysers must involve pure water at 273 K or above.
(Ammonia-water mixtures may be circulating underground and thermally conducting heat to the surface, keeping the tiger stripes warm, but these fluids cannot be venting to the surface.)
The boiling liquid can produce a cloud of gas and ice if some of the liquid is carried along with the vapor and freezes as it expands out of the vent. An H 2 O mixture at the triple point has a temperature T 0 273 K and a vapor pressure P v 0 612 Pa, corresponding to a hydrostatic head of 7 m in the weak gravity of Enceladus. When capped by a layer of ice, liquid water at this depth and temperature is in equilibrium with ice grains and vapor; at greater and warmer depths, the liquid is stable. If this pressure is released (e.g., when a crack forms in the ice), bubbles of vapor form and the liquid freezes. The heat of fusion (L f 0 6.0 kJ/mol) goes into heat of vaporization (L v 0 40.6 kJ/mol), and the mole fraction X of the vapor rises from zero to L f /(L f + L v ) 0 0.13. Although the mixture is then mostly ice, 1 -X 0 0.87 by mole, its volume per mole is 24,000 times that of liquid water. In contrast, the expansion in a Yellowstone geyser is only a factor of È10, and the water comes out as a frothy mixture.
When released from pressure, the source fluid will accelerate out of the vent as an ice/gas mixture. The geometry of the vent determines the angle of emergence and what fraction of the ice is in micrometer-sized particles. A gas expanding into vacuum reaches sonic speed, which for water vapor at 273 K is twice the escape velocity. Even water vapor at 200 K can accelerate micrometersized particles to escape velocity. Warmer, denser vapors can accelerate larger particles. Our inference, that most of the particles are falling back, implies that particles much larger than 1 mm are present. A boiling liquid at 273 K could produce copious amounts of large and small ice particles. The particles would retain the launch velocities and angles acquired in the conduit to form the collimated jets observed (Fig. 6A) . There is no need to grow the particles from an escaping high-velocity gas or entrain them in the flow from the ice matrix. For these reasons, we favor the boiling liquid model over the sublimating ice model. On the basis of pressure arguments alone, the liquid chambers giving rise to Enceladus' geysers could be as close as 7 m to the surface.
Discussion. How to get liquid water close to the surface on Enceladus is a difficult question. Because previous interior thermal models for Enceladus cannot explain the anomalous heating seen in the SPT, we cannot exclude the possibility that the processes producing the observed heating might result in local regions with even higher temperatures, leading to subsurface reservoirs of liquid water. In this model, heating large enough to raise the temperature to 273 K might be provided by very localized, near-surface tidal and/or librational frictional heating operating on and within the tiger stripe fractures, as has been suggested for Europa (35) , although detailed models for Enceladus have not been investigated.
Our proposed models for plume sources imply large temperatures near the surface. Because warm water ice can deform relatively easily by viscous creep over short geological times, we have investigated the implications of such elevated near-surface temperatures for the observed smallscale topography (e.g., 100-m ridges bounding fractures 500 m deep) on the satellite's surface. We have applied models using rheologic parameters from a recent exploration of superplastic flow assuming grain boundary-sliding basal slip in ice under low stress (36) and considering a grain size of 100 mm, equal to that inferred for the tiger stripes. Assuming a background temperature of the SPT of È95 K and liquid reservoirs at depths between 0.5 and 1 km for ammonia-water at 175 K and 1 to 2 km for water at 273 K (i.e., a large geothermal gradient), finite element modeling shows that È1-km topography would undergo measurable deformation on time scales of a few million to tens of millions of years. Very shallow liquid layers in regions outside the SPT are probably inconsistent with the retention of the observed topography there for the inferred lifetimes (from cratering statistics) of a billion years or more The subspacecraft latitude was +0.9-; the view on this day was also broadside to the tiger stripes (Fig. 1) . The south pole is pointing toward the lower left. (B) A color-coded version of (A), in which faint light levels were assigned different colors to enhance visibility, shows the enormous extent of the fainter component above the south polar region.
( Table 1) . Thus, Enceladus' subsurface structure may be globally heterogeneous, with some regions retaining a cold, thick upper crust for some time and the SPT being the only region where liquid may be close to the surface at the present time.
Tidal heating associated with the eccentricity of Enceladus' orbit, forced by its 2:1 mean motion resonance with Dione, has long been suspected (37) . Using Cassini values for the mass (27) , volume and mean density (this paper), and the current value of the orbital eccentricity e 0 0.0047, we calculate a tidal heating rate of 1.2 Â 10 15 ergs s j1 for a homogeneous model and an assumed tidal dissipation parameter Q 0 20: The lower the value of Q, the more dissipative the interior.
Enceladus' rotation state is important when considering possible heating inputs from the 1:4 secondary resonance librations. For Enceladus to be librating with an amplitude equal to the measured upper limit (1.5-), e must equal 0.25005 for the current orbital eccentricity, well within the uncertainties of the measured e for all homogeneous and differentiated models. This would yield a presentday heating rate due to secondary libration alone of 1.8 Â 10 15 ergs s j1 , again for Q 0 20.
The Cassini value of mass density for Enceladus implies a rock fraction (mass rock / mass Enc ) of 0.61. This higher rock fraction, plus the higher mass, compared to the values derived from Voyager data, imply an increase of a factor of 2.5 in the total rock mass over Voyager-based estimates. Thus, we can expect the present-day radiogenic heating rate to be equivalently higher, 3.2 Â 10 15 ergs s j1 , assuming chondritic longlived radionuclide abundances (38) . The presentday total heating rate on Enceladus from all aforementioned sources, assuming Q 0 20, could be 4 Â 10 15 to 6 Â 10 15 ergs s j1 , or È0.5 GW, about one-tenth the observed total power coming from the SPT (13). However, this heating rate might be significantly enhanced for more realistic viscoelastic models of the interior.
Previous models (5) have suggested that the present tidal heating from eccentricity forcing by the resonant perturbations of Dione alone, although not enough to initiate melting, might be sufficient to maintain as liquid a portion of an icy interior as near to the surface as 10 km, if the start of melting had occurred in a previous epoch and if the melting point were depressed by mixing a substantial amount of ammonia with water in the ice (8) . Also, calculations (39) using the older heating estimates but differentiated interiors show that a mantle temperature of 210 K could be within 10 km of the surface for specific rheological parameterizations. The higher radiogenic heating indicated by Cassini results (2.5 times as much energy as used in pre-Cassini models) and the possibility of additional present-day librational heating suggest that some interior liquid is even more likely than in previous models, assuming ammonia is present, and may be possible within tens of kilometers of the surface in differentiated models without invoking large amounts of ammonia. Although no instrument has positively detected ammonia, its existence cannot be ruled out: The derived upper limiting value to the ammonia abundance [0.5% in the plume vapor (16) ] could still permit a geophysically important amount of ammonia at depth, although, as discussed above, an ammonia-water mixture cannot be venting to space. It is also possible, as mentioned above, that a pure-water interior heated preferentially on fractures as for Europa (35) might retain near-surface liquid water up to the present in localized regions. Consequently, it is plausible that Enceladus may be sufficiently heated today by some combination of the mechanisms mentioned above to explain the observed south polar venting, provided it underwent an early epoch of intense heating and, once heated, retained a low Q up through the present in some portion of the interior. Explaining the observed power output of 5 GW (13) is more challenging.
How was Enceladus initially heated? Previous suggestions (5) calling for a larger orbital eccentricity in the past to increase tidal heating are not attractive: Not only is considerable past orbital evolution not likely, but capture into the 2:1 mean motion Dione resonance through tidal evolution does not produce a past eccentricity larger than Enceladus' current value. If, instead, the moon was at one time in the 1:4 secondary libration resonance, as the observed value of e È 0.25 suggests, how did it get captured, and could heating from this mechanism have been sufficient for melting? Wisdom (9) discussed several scenarios for placing Enceladus in a spin-orbit secondary resonance. One possibility is an impact that initiated libration and allowed capture into the 1:4 resonance. An initial e 0 0.26, with an associated libration amplitude of 22-, yields a heating rate 100 times that due to the forced eccentricity today for typical fully elastic models and the same temperature-independent Q 0 20. For more realistic temperature-dependent viscoelastic models of the interior and a long residence time in this resonance, considerable initial heating may be possible, although detailed models have not yet been examined.
It is easy to see how strong heating from a large past libration could completely relax the body, reducing e to G 0.26, damping the libration, and thus terminating the spin-orbit secondary resonance, resulting in a hydrostatic shape. However, the uncertainties allow the possibility that the shape may be nonhydrostatic and e may be as high as 0.26 (Table 2) . A nonhydrostatic shape and a present-day e È 0.26 could be explained if Enceladus were in the 1:4 resonance in the past, and internal heating of the moon was insufficient to bring about full differentiation and hydrostatic equilibrium but still served to decrease Q, increase dissipation, and damp the resonance. Moreover, if this heating were nonuniform within the body, as Cassini observations show, the figure might have evolved in unusual ways, relaxing in some regions and not others, yet remaining overall close to its original figure and original e despite the damping of the libration.
These changes in figure might have left discernible marks on the surface. The symmetry and distribution of young tectonic patterns, especially those associated with the SPT, suggest that Enceladus may have undergone large-scale changes of figure over time. The north-southtrending fractures and rifts that extend northward from the south polar Y-shaped discontinuities (Fig. 2D) appear to have formed in response to horizontal extensional stresses aligned along circles of latitude. Such parallel ''hoop'' stresses near equatorial latitudes could arise in response to an increase in flattening of the figure of Enceladus (40, 41) .
Moreover, the appearance and symmetry of the SPT boundary at È55-S latitude identify a change in the character of stresses associated with global deformation. Here, the change in orientation of the Y-shaped discontinuities, from north-south-trending nearer the equator to eastwest-trending along the south polar margin, imply a change in principal tensile stresses that caused the fracturing, from strong tensile stresses parallel to the equator at equatorial latitudes to predominantly compressional stresses perpendicular to circles of latitude at the SPT boundary. The sinuous belts of ridges and troughs at the SPT margin were probably formed in response to horizontal compressive stresses perpendicular to circles of latitude. A transition in the character of horizontal stresses with increasing latitude is also expected to accompany an increase of flattening in Enceladus' figure (40, 41) .
Two problems with this ''figure flattening'' interpretation are (i) the absence of similar circumpolar features and tectonic fractures in the north polar region, indicating that the putative alteration in shape was not global, and (ii) the lack of any plausible mechanism for increased flattening. We note that the observed asymmetric distribution of heat within the body may explain the surface expression of global stresses in one hemisphere and not the other. These are suggestions that remain to be investigated in detail. The tiger stripe fractures in the SPT, and their È45-orientation with respect to the Saturn direction, suggest tidal deformation or some other process as another contributing factor in the tectonic patterns characterizing the SPT.
